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Here, we present Laura Quick's illustrated compendium of red carpet glamour. Illustration by Laura Quick. Britney Spears and Justin Timberlake at the American Music Awards, 2001 Few couples occupy such space in our collective hearts as Britney and Justin, whose virginal devotion to each other extended beyond promise rings and into the realm of matching outfits. This fabulously co-ordinated aesthetic was instigated by Britney, whose Southern belle-meets-diamante glamour was met by Justin's cowboy suave, completed by the addition of those ombré tinted glasses that define the era so completely. Thursday, December 29, 2005. Illustrated Compendium of Musical Technology. Tom of Music Thing received this book for Christmas this year. I haven't heard of this one yet, but it sounds good based on what Tom has to say about it. "It's my new geek bible, a 542-page encyclopedia of lore, full of diagrams and flowcharts. The ten pages on oscillators don't just explain what they do, but how they do it." The book was written by co-inventor of the EMS VCS3, Tristram Cary.